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Royal Palaces of Sweden – People and stories depict the fascinating history of the Royal Swedish palaces.
The historical rooms and places come alive through the stories of the people who lived there.This richly

illustrated book is the perfect gift and introduction into Sweden’s Royal history. It brings new insight into the
everyday life, dreams and interests of the Royals.Many books on Royal history concern themselves mostly
with a distinctly male world. Uniquely, this book also mirrors the female Royal perspective. We get to know
fascinating personalities such as Princess Eugènie, passionate about animal rights and art, princess Margaret
of Connaught, garden expert and hockey player and the current king’s grandmother and many more. The
Royal Palaces of Sweden are unique in that so many of the original objects remain. Many of them are still
used, since the royal castles are living environments that are still in use. In this book you will learn of some

of their secrets.

Completed in 1760 the imposing regal building is modelled on a Roman Palace. The declaration of Crown
Princess Victorias majority took place in the Hall of State at the Royal Palace of Stockholm on 14 July 1995.

A Royal Palace

sidottu 2019. Guide was well versed in all areas of Swedish history . The interiors reflect Swedens ambitions
as one of the most powerful nations of 17th century Europe from both cultural. The Swedish royal wedding at

Stockholm Cathedral on Saturday with 8000 soldiers and police patrolling rosedraped streets sealed in
matrimony the biggest palace love story since British Prince. NORSE Scandinavian in other words from
Sweden Norway or Denmark. Visit Old Town Gamla stan the Royal Palace and the Vasa Museum on

Djurgarden in the Stockholm archipelago. James began work in 1538 but it was probably completed after his
death in 1542 by his widow who continued to live there. Built on Stockholms Lovon Island in the 17th

century Drottningholm Palace remains the private residence of the Swedish royal family as well as a popular
tourist attraction. Drottningholm Palace in Sweden is said to be haunted by friendly ghosts. They announced
their engagement at the Royal Palace of Stockholm on 12 March 1976 and they were married on 19 June the
same year. The handpicked selection at The Royal Gift Shop is inspired to inform and engage with literature

focusing on the Swedish Royal history and collections.
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